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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $50 member, $70 couple, $30 junior or
associate, with a $10 discount for members
who opt to obtain this newsletter
electronically.
For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from Caltex Russley on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If the departure
point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton. Day trips usually
depart at 8am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on either Friday evening or
Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or contact
the trip leader in advance.
CTC OVERDUE TRIPS: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about
a trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Refer to the list of Club Officers on the back of the newsletter and on the club
website. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the names
and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This will
greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (DO NOT LEAVE MESSAGES). We recommend that concerned people start
with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the Presidents, then the Trip
Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut - if no contact can be made then the
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Police. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement with your loved
ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd intersection.
Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. For a map go to
www.ctc.org.nz and click the Social Calendar link. A variety of social functions are organised,
the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If you can give a presentation or
have ideas, please phone Kay Taylor 03-3584580 or email kaytaylor30@xtra.co.nz. Please
note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if there is a guest speaker, he/she will start
at 8:10 pm sharp.
Wednesday 25 January

Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Newsletter Folding and a general catch-up and chat at the
club rooms, as per usual.
Saturday 28 January

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Pompey’s Pillar /Red Bay/Shell Bay: Pompeys Pillar is a little
island just off the headland to the north of Otanerito Bay. From
there, this coastal tramp will go on to Red Bay (popular with seals),
a short bush bash over to Shell Bay (opportunity for a swim). From
there, follow a track back to the cars. Expect a 5 hour day. Easy
travel on farmland and QE 2 covenanted reserves with a few ups
and downs.
Multi day trip 28 January-5 February (exact
dates will depend on weather/river flow)

Easy
26 Jan
BY25
$20

Leader: William King Eric Skea, coleader 03 3578922
wchking@yahoo.co.nz

Terra Nova Pass to Mt Cook Village: An alpine tramp from
Mesopotamia, visiting the Neish ice plateau and the Murchison
Valley. With Mt Cook Village as the final destination to quench and
refuel. Proposed route Day 1) Drive from Christchurch; Havelock
River to Black Mountain Hut or Growler Hut Day 2) St Winifred’s
Hut via Havelock Valley Day 3) Godley glacier via Terra Nova Pass
Day 4) Neish plateau - sightseeing or climbing Day 5) Godley Hut
(by traversing true left of the valley at ~1600m) Day 6) Climb
Armadillo Saddle and camp with views over the Murchison Valley
Day 7) Liebig Hut Murchison Valley Day 8) Mt Cook Village via the
scenic boats on the Tasman glacier lake Return by Bus to
Christchurch the following day. We will also be running training trips
to lead up to this alpine tramp. This trip is limited to eight Trampers.
Glacier rope skills and good fitness required.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Grade: ModHard
(requires
snow skills)
Closes: 19 Jan
Map:
BX16 BX17
Approx: $unknown

Tuesday 31 January 6.15 pm – 7.15 pm
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Lane

Leader: Warwick Dowling

CTC Hill Climb: Meet on the corner of Heybridge Lane. Need torch
and small backpack, as it can be cool at times. Wear boots or trail
running shoes. The idea is 1 hour of brisk walking in the Mt Vernon
Park. This summer, we will accommodate all grades. Just turn up.
No trip list, no cost.
Wednesday 1 February

Grade: All
Closes: No sign-up
Map:
Approx:
Club Night

New Years’ BBQ at Halswell Quarry: Tonight we will be meeting at Halswell Quarry for
our New Years’ 2017 BBQ. Start time is 6.30pm. Meet at the Findlay Picnic Area which is
at the end of the road by the Japanese Garden. There are toilets and drinking water there.
We don’t have a designated site this year, but will choose a free spot on the evening. There
are 5 concrete picnic tables provided so hopefully we’ll be able to use these. (Bring
cushions!). We will need BBQ’s, tables and chairs, so please let either me or Steve
Bruerton know if you can help with these items. Please bring all your own food,
refreshments and plates/cups/utensils, as per usual. Hopefully we will have hot summer
weather to bask in! (Please note that the club rooms won’t be open tonight). Bring a
football, frisbees etc for some light entertainment. Energetic people can do a quick circuit
of the quarry beforehand to work up a thirst! Hope to see you all there!
Saturday 4 February
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Alan Ross 384-6425
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

Wilding Pines Destruction!: Let’s go kill some of those pesky
trees that will overrun the backcountry if we let them. Meet at
CALTEX RUSSLEY 7.55am. We will plan to be back no later than
6pm. If you need a pick up let me know. Bring your usual tramping
gear. No experience needed. Tools and instruction will be provided.
Bring a tomahawk if you have one (we may not be allowed to use it
however). Cost approx $15 Grade easy probably (depends where
we are sent) Please confirm you are coming to
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz that’s Alan underscore Sue BUT still Ok to
just turn up- means more dead trees.
Saturday 4 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade: Work - Easy
and Work Moderate
Closes: 2 Feb
Map:
BW21
Approx: $15

Leader: Peter Coleman 03 335 0891
pfranciscoleman@gmail.com

Tablelands track to Packhorse Hut: From Orton Bradley Park Grade: Easy
(additional $5 entry fee). Lovely gentle womble to start off your long Closes: 2 Feb
weekend. Perhaps stopping for a pint or a hot chocolate in Map:
BY24
Governors Bay on the way back.
Approx: $5
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Sunday 5 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Bryce Williamson 351-6366
bryce.williamson68@gmail.com

Mt Princess - third attempt: Mt Princess is a high peak (2126 m)
north west of Lake Tennyson and directly north of Maling Pass.
Tucked into a cirque on its southern slopes, and about 400 m below
the summit, is a large and spectacular tarn called Princess Bath.
There is a prospect of driving up on Saturday afternoon and either
camping by Lake Tennyson or even by Princess Bath with an early
morning start on the mountain itself. You must be comfortable with
some scrambling on a moderately exposed ridge
Tuesday 7 February

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
2 Feb
BT24
$40

Leader: Michel Holleman 02102871505
michel_holleman@hotmail.com

CTC Photography Workshop #1: This is the first of Michel Holleman’s Photography
Workshops. For details see page 13 of this newsletter.
Workshop #1: classroom style * Group size: 15 – 20
Topics include: Aperture, shutter speed, ISO, depth of field, what lenses to choose and how
to use them
Tuesday 7 February 6.15 pm – 7.15 pm
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Lane

Leader: Warwick Dowling

CTC Hill Climb: Meet on the corner of Heybridge Lane. Need torch
and small backpack, as it can be cool at times. Wear boots or trail
running shoes. The idea is 1 hour of brisk walking in the Mt Vernon
Park. This summer, we will accommodate all grades. Just turn up.
No trip list, no cost.

Grade: All
Closes: No sign-up
Map:
Approx:

Wednesday 8 February

Club Night

Caving and Exploring in the Jungle of PNG: Club members Nick and Kayleigh are
talking about their caving trip last year, during which they spent a month in the jungle of
PNG. They joined an Irish-based caving expedition exploring new caves on the Darai
Plateau on Mt Bosavi. They have lots of photos of their caving adventure exploring 8 km
of new caves. They will also show a good selection of pictures of the PNG jungle, the
unique wildlife and the villagers they met.
Saturday 11 February

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Mt Lyndon: Mt Lyndon overlooks Lake Lyndon just beyond Porters
Pass. Starting from the south-western end of the lake at the Lodge,
we climb up to a ridge and follow that up to the summit at 1489m.
Great views of the surrounding area. The return trip will descend to
a low saddle and then follow a track back to the Lodge. 700m height
gain
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy Mod
9 Feb
BW21
$20

Weekend 11-12 February
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

Edwards Hut and Mt Scott | Arthurs Pass: We’ll head into Grade: Moderate
Edwards Hut on Sat then make an early start on Sunday for Mt Closes: 2 Feb
Scott. There are multiple river crossing so bring your wading shoes. Map:
BV21
Depart Caltex Russely at 8 am Sat.
Approx: $30
Weekend 11-12 February
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684

Zampa Tops | Lewis Pass: The Zampa tops are just north of the
Lewis Pass above the Cannibal Gorge. They are rolling tops
studded with tarns with many great camping sites and stunning
views of the Spenser mountains. The usual route is to climb up to
the tops from just below Henry Saddle then traverse the tops to find
a camp site. Side trips are possible for the keen and a round trip
can be made by returning via Ada Pass and the Cannibal Gorge or
via the Henry Valley and Henry Saddle.
Sunday 12 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
2 Feb
BT23
$40

Leader: Peter Coleman 03 335 0891
pfranciscoleman@gmail.com

Mt White: From Lake Letitia up the White Spur (probably) with Grade: Moderate at
views across Poulter and Waimakariri Rivers. Hopefully find some
easy pace
scree to descend. Bring togs for a dip after tramping, maybe?
Closes: 9 Feb
Map:
BV21
Approx: $25
Sunday 12 February
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Leader: Alan Ross 384-6425
alan_sue@xtra.co.nz

River Crossing Course 12.45 pm: The river crossing course from
January was postponed to this new date. We still have a few places
left so if you can become a member before this date there may be
spaces left. Undertaking a river crossing course is the closest thing
we have in the CTC to a compulsory training course, in NZ
everyone heading to the hills, even easy day tramps needs to have
good river crossing skills and more importantly the skill to decide
not to cross! With a large number of our new members from
overseas where river crossing skills are almost entirely absent this
course is a ’must do’ for these members. Again get your name down
on the list as this course fills fast and places are limited. You need
a weekend pack at least 15kg in weight. You must be a current
member to come on the course. Course runs approx 1pm to 4 pm.
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Grade: Training
Closes: 9 Feb
Map:
Approx: $10

Tuesday 14 February
CTC Photography Workshop #2: This is the second of Michel Holleman’s Photography
Workshops. For details see page 13 of this newsletter.
Workshop #2: classroom style * Group size: 15 – 20
Topics include: Histograms, shooting modes, exposure compensation, white balance, focal
length, crop factor, composition, golden hour, blue hour and twilights
Tuesday 14 February 6.15 pm – 7.15 pm
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Lane

Leader: Warwick Dowling

CTC Hill Climb: Meet on the corner of Heybridge Lane. Need torch
and small backpack, as it can be cool at times. Wear boots or trail
running shoes. The idea is 1 hour of brisk walking in the Mt Vernon
Park. This summer, we will accommodate all grades. Just turn up.
No trip list, no cost.

Grade: All
Closes: No sign-up
Map:
Approx:

Wednesday 15 February

Club Night

Free evening so far. Speaker TBC: We will have a speaker, details closer to the night.
Saturday 18 February
CTC Photography Workshop #3: This is the third of Michel Holleman’s Photography
Workshops (a field trip this time). For details see page 13 of this newsletter.
Workshop #3: in the field * Group size: 5 – 10
Day trip in the Port Hills. Using your knowledge from workshop #1&2 in the field
Saturday 18 February
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Foweraker: From the Hawdon Shelter follow the route to the
Sudden Valley Shelter. 500m before we reach the shelter climb the
spur SW to Pt 1711. Follow the ridge to Foweraker (this is a recently
named peak at Pt 1804, 1493770 524131) then descend via
Pts1720 and 1158.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
16 Feb
BV21
$25

Weekend 18-19 February
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Griffin Creek - Rocky Creek circuit: A challenging weekend filled
with bush bashing, hill scrambling, old abandoned mine workings,
river bed travel, blue ducks & a cozy little hut on the Saturday night.
Travel will via the Harrington Creek track to point 974 before
descending into Griffin Creek via a steep & slippery spur. If the
weather permits there will be the option to check out the old
serpentine mine before dropping off point 974. Once in the Griffin
Creek bed the route is up the creek & through the blue duck
breeding area to the Griffin Creek hut. On the Sunday the route out
of Griffen Hut is up a side stream, over a low saddle before dropping
down to the Rocky Creek hut for lunch. The rest off the trip is down
Rocky Creek & sidling above the Taipo river bank to the road for a
45 min walk back to the car. So overall the weekend will consist of
a total of 14 - 15 hours tramping, 854 metres of altitude gain, wet
feet & a good chance to work off your Chinese New Year noddle
overdose (maps BU19, BV19, BU20, BV20).
Weekend 18-19 February
Departure point: Z (Shell) Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
9 Feb
BU20 BV20
Approx $35
+ hut fees

Leader: Bill Johnson 022 049 3453
bill@billjohnson.nz

St James Cycle Trail | Hanmer Springs (Mountain Bike):
(Rescheduled from last year due to the earthquake.) The first of the
Great Rides to open, this fantastic trail passes through the iconic St
James Station, near the alpine spa village of Hanmer Springs. The
64km trail offers a mix of riding grades through stunning and diverse
scenery, including soaring mountain peaks, crystal clear rivers, high
country lakes, alpine meadows, sub-alpine beech forest and
expansive grassy river flats. This is north of Hanmer Springs and is
an overnight cycle tour.
Sunday 19 February
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade: MTB
Intermediat
e
Closes: 9 Feb
Map:
BT24
Approx: $35

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125

Mt Faust: on Libretto range. Tramp starts near Boyle river and Grade: Moderate
there’s an opportunity to have a dip at the end. Great views of Lewis Closes: 16 Feb
Pass from the top
Map:
BU23
Approx: $30
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Sunday 19 February
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Rhyolite Ridge / Bus Stop Overhang / Woolshed Creek Hut :
EARLY START 7.30 am: This gives us a varied round trip in the Mt
Somers Conservation area. Starting at the Woolshed Creek
carpark, a 400m climb up the Rhyolite Ridge to the Mt Somers
Walkway which we follow up to the Bus Stop Overhang and down
to Woolshed Creek Hut. This section of the route takes in dynamic
scenery with regenerating mountain beech within a landscape of
deep pools, waterfalls, rocky tors and canyons. From the hut, we
follow the Miners Track back to the carpark through open grassland
and sub alpine herbfield. On the way, visit the old coal mine
workings.

Grade: Moderate
but at an
easy pace
Closes: 16 Feb
Map:
BX19
Approx: $25

Tuesday 21 February
CTC Photography Workshop #4: This is the fourth of Michel Holleman’s Photography
Workshops. For details see page 13 of this newsletter.
Workshop #4: classroom style * Group size: 15 – 20
Post Processing, organise your photos (keep the best, bin the rest), post processing,
Adobe Lightroom workflow.
Tuesday 21 February 6.15 pm – 7.15 pm
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Lane

Leader: Warwick Dowling

CTC Hill Climb: Meet on the corner of Heybridge Lane. Need torch
and small backpack, as it can be cool at times. Wear boots or trail
running shoes. The idea is 1 hour of brisk walking in the Mt Vernon
Park. This summer, we will accommodate all grades. Just turn up.
No trip list, no cost.
Wednesday 22 February

Grade: All
Closes: No sign-up
Map:
Approx:
Club Night

Newsletter Folding Evening: Newsletter Folding and a general catch-up and chat at the
club rooms. The projector is available for use if anyone wishes to show some photos.
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Long Weekend 24-26 February depart Fri
Evening 7pm
Departure point: Contact leader

Leader: Ruth Gray 021 079 4685
0210794685 ruthterina@yahoo.co.nz

Lake Morgan: Lake Morgan is a stunning and serene alpine lake
above the Haupiri and Crooked Rivers. This trip will leave Friday
night to stay at the club hut. This tramp starts near Moana at the
Glorivale Christian Community Centre which gives access to the
Haupiri valley. From the Haupiri valley the track climbs steeply up
and over the Brian O’Lynn and Mt. O’Shanessy tops before
dropping down to Lake Morgan Hut. The lake is a good half-hour
walk from the Hut. The next day we will travel across the tussock
tops (there is no track here) and drop down to Cone Creek Hut in
the Haupiri Valley. A track has been re-cut from the tops by Permolat
in 2015 down to a scree run that takes you to Cone Creek. From
here there is a track out down the Haupiri Valley.
Saturday 25 February
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate+
16 Feb
BU21
$45+$15
Hut Fee

Leader: Warwick Dowling 021 35 4545
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

Mt Sinclair - Early start 7 am: Early start - 7 am. Mt Sinclair
(2065m) is on Mesopotamia Station, way up the Rangitata. From
the top you are looking back right into the Two Thumb range, or out
of the river toward Mt Harper... Sinclair goes one up on Harper
though - it sports a beautiful lake in a little basin at about 1600m,
which we’ll visit on our way up or down. It’s named after Dr Sinclair,
a past Colonial Secretary. After his retirement, he gained a
reputation as a naturalist and made several trips back to New
Zealand. In February 1861, he joined von Haast (who was
surveying the Rangitata River system) at Mesopotamia Station. On
25 March 1861, Sinclair was drowned in the river while trying to get
to the homestead of Samuel Butler. His grave is marked on the
map, about a quarter of a mile from the river and in front of the
Mesopotamia homestead. Early start 7 am, Z at 1 Papanui Road.
Get your name down early, and you could get picked up from your
home.
Saturday 25 February
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
23 Feb
BX19
$35

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Port Robinson Walkway: An attractive coastal walk in North
Canterbury, between the Hurunui River Mouth and Gore Bay. Fairly
easy walking with minimal height gain, along varied terrain that
includes sandy beaches, eroded sea cliffs, headlands, rural
terraces and regenerating bush. The northern section of the
walkway from Port Robinson to Gore Bay is tidal and will involve
walking along a shingle beach and some clambering over rocks;
strong footwear required. Depending on tide times, the trip will start
at either Gore Bay or Hurunui River Mouth and require a car shuffle.
Approximately 10kms, 4 to 5 hours.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy
23 Feb
BV26
$25

Weekend 25-26 February
Departure point: Caltex Russley

Leader: Chris McGimpsey 03 3589125
judychris@xnet.co.nz

Croesus Track: Join me on my favourite weekend trip to the lovely
West Coast - a good chance to go to the Croesus Knob area, before
it becomes part of the Pike 29 track & the number of
trampers/mountain bikers increase. Sat will be a lovely river valley
walk up to the Ces Clark hut with a stop over at the old gold mining
area at Garden gully. If the weather permits we can watch the
sunset over the Tasman sea from Croesus Knob before retiring for
a comfortable nights sleep. Sunday we can either return the way
we came or walk out along the tops with views of the Tasman sea,
beaches & Mt Cook.

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
16 Feb
BT19 BT20
Approx $40
+ hut fee

Tuesday 28 February
CTC Photography Workshop #5: This is the fifth of Michel Holleman’s Photography
Workshops. For details see page 13 of this newsletter.
Workshop #5: classroom style * Group size: 15 – 20
Planning your shoot! (We will plan the shoot for workshop #6)
Tuesday 28 February 6.15 pm – 7.15 pm
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Lane

Leader: Warwick Dowling

CTC Hill Climb: Meet on the corner of Heybridge Lane. Need torch
and small backpack, as it can be cool at times. Wear boots or trail
running shoes. The idea is 1 hour of brisk walking in the Mt Vernon
Park. This summer, we will accommodate all grades. Just turn up.
No trip list, no cost.

Grade: All
Closes: No sign-up
Map:
Approx:

Wednesday 1 March

Club Night

Free evening so far. Speaker TBC: Speaker details will be confirmed nearer to the talk.
Saturday 4 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Stuart: Ascend the Mt Phipps ridge until we reach a point where
we can descend into the little visited upper basin of Pegleg Creek.
From the saddle at the head of the creek it is a straightforward climb
to the top of Mt Stuart (1906m, around 1400m - 1500m total ascent).
From there we will descend the west ridge passing over Hills Peak
and finally ending up near the south end of the viaduct with a bit of
a road bash back to the cars. There are spectacular views looking
down on the viaduct from further down the ridge.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
2 Mar
BV20
$35

Weekend 4-5 March
Departure point: Location TBD

Leader: Michel Holleman 02102871505
michel_holleman@hotmail.com

CTC Photography Workshop #6: This is the sixth and last of Grade:
Michel Holleman’s Photography Workshops - an overnight field trip. Closes: 23 Feb
For details see page 13 of this newsletter.
Map:
Workshop #6: in the field * Group size: 5 – 8
Approx:
Overnight tramping, camping and photography trip – location TBC.
In this workshop we capture sunrise and sunset.
Weekend 4-5 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Bernhard Parawa 337 3125
gerryparawa@hotmail.com

Mt Pember: Mt Pember 1714m on Puketeraki Range

Sunday 5 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
23 Feb
BV22
$25

Leader: Jeff Hall 338-0922

Wilding Pines conservation day: Come and do some Grade: Work - Easy
conservation work. Help to improve the environment and boost club
and Work coffers as well. Bound to be a nice pie on the way, a pint on the way
Moderate
back and some good company to boot!
Closes: 2 Mar
Map:
Approx:
Tuesday 7 March 6.15 pm – 7.15 pm
Departure point: Cnr Heybridge Lane

Leader: Warwick Dowling

CTC Hill Climb: Meet on the corner of Heybridge Lane. Need torch
and small backpack, as it can be cool at times. Wear boots or trail
running shoes. The idea is 1 hour of brisk walking in the Mt Vernon
Park. This summer, we will accommodate all grades. Just turn up.
No trip list, no cost.
Wednesday 8 March

Grade: All
Closes: No sign-up
Map:
Approx:
Club Night

Trekking and Travelling in Peru: Tonight Nicole Knapp from "World Travellers" is talking
about her recent hiking in Peru, a place of great beauty and potential for hikers to get off
the beaten track. Nicole found the country fascinating, with great tramping and enthralling
village life. She will briefly discuss what World Travellers has to offer to trampers wishing
to visit this area of the world.
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Saturday 11 March
Departure point: Z Station Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Old Coach Road / Trig M: This trip in the Korowai-Torlesse
Tussocklands Park will start at the base of Porters Pass and follow
the Old Coach Road, the route taken by the Cobb and Co coaches
in the 19th Century. Then an unmarked easily followable trail along
the crest, then the Starvation Gully track up to Trig M. Great views
of Lake Lyndon and surrounding area. Around 700m height gain.
The return trip will follow the Coach Stream Track down past Kowai
Forest and back to the cars.
Saturday 18 March

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Easy/Mod
9 Mar
BW21
$20

Leader: wanted

Maukuratawhai: Maukuratawhai (sometimes irreverently called Mt
Muckaroundawhile to help you remember the name) is an
interesting little 1615m peak just across the Clarence River from
where you descend from Jacks Pass. We will climb up the long SW
ridge (about 800m height gain) and traverse around to Pt 1575 and
descend its S ridge to circle back to the starting point. The trip starts
with a cold ford of the Clarence so bring some spare sneakers so
you can change into dry boots on the other side.
Weekend 18-19 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

Moderate
16 Mar
BU24
$35

Leader: James Hopkins
snikpohsemaj@gmail.com

Life Begins at Temple basin...: I’m getting old, so to distract
myself I am headed to Temple Basin for a weekend for a late
summer Basecamp in a stunning Arthur’s Pass alpine setting?
Saturday 18th March, returning Sunday afternoon. This is a round
number birthday bash, some say life begins at this age, so club
members are invited to join. Cost is $85 per adult fully catered.
Includes (per night stay) Bunk Bed with pillow, Dinner, Breakfast
and Lunch next day. It is a relatively short walk by CTC standards,
being about 2km, but it is a steep track with about 600m height gain.
Most complete the trek up in about 1 hour. Returning to ChCh on
Sunday mid - late afternoon. It is hoped that the lodge can provide
the goods lift on Saturday Morning (10:30am) if you want to walk up
without a bag on your back. The lodge is warm, spacious comfy and
well appointed and you will be well fed. You won’t need any food,
cooking equipment or any utensils. Don’t bother bringing your cell
phone - there ain’t any coverage! Instead there will be activities,
games, shenanigans and possibly some organised walks to the
nearby tarns and peaks with a variety of grades from "Lodge
Dweller" to "Rope toting peak bagger". Trip list closes 1 March. Full
payment will be required on or before trip close date. Sorry but no
refunds for cancellation after this date. Late additions to list (after 1
March) only if lodge can accept it. Carpooling will be arranged
closer to the time.
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Grade:
Closes:
Map:
Approx:

EasyMod
1 Mar
BV20
$85 incl
lodging and
food +
carpool est
$25

Saturday 25 March
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: David Sutton 0211808081
Davidlsutton@yahoo.co.uk

Mt Binser: Mt Binser is an impressive three-peaked block on the
true left of the Waimakariri between that river and its confluences
with the Hawdon and Poulter Rivers. On this trip the intention is to
take the reverse of the conventional route. Starting from Poverty
Flat on the Mt White Road, we’ll head up a long ridge in a direct
assault on the main, 1860-m peak. From there, it’s another 2 km to
over the middle peak to the north peak at 1753 m. Going in this
direction affords an easier scree descent down to the Binser Track.
This will be a longish day and requires a reasonable level of fitness.
An early departure is possible. Make sure that you have contacted
the leader.

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 23 Mar
Map:
BV21
Approx:

7 February – 5 March 2017

CTC Photography Workshops
Club member Michel Holleman writes ...
Are you tramping, cycling or travelling to all those amazing places with epic views but coming
back with some snapshots that don’t do justice to what you have seen and experienced? If
yes, then it is time for a change!
I am Michel Holleman
and have a great interest
in photography. I started
with photography when I
was travelling around
the world and learned
photography along the
way. My snapshots were
changing into decent
photos from the people I
met. Two years ago I
bought a DSLR to get
more serious and things
have improved. Over the
years I have learned a lot
of things and I am still
learning
every
day
(don’t
we
all
:-).
Photography is a great
thing to have as a
hobby/passion
and
sometimes you need
some help to get started
or get back into it again.
I would like to use my
free time to give you
workshops
full
with
knowledge, tips & tricks!

Lake Matheson – photo Michel Holleman
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A good thing about workshops is that you prioritise the time to focus on photography because
quite often other priorities are holding you from doing it. Tell your loved ones you are out
there and that nothing can stop you.
This workshop is aimed to anyone who is keen to start with photography and would like to
upgrade the snapshots into photos you are proud off or if you would like to kick-start and get
back into photography and want to excel to the next level.
The workshops have a chronical order and we start with the photography basics following
with field trips up to an overnight trip to catch the golden hours (sunrise & sunset).
You can start the workshops at any time. Some will start from workshop 1 but the more
experienced might prefer to start at workshop 3. It’s up to you!
I prefer to keep the classes small to give everybody some personal attention. If there is a lot
more interest I will run extra workshops.
The venues are to be announced. All workshops are free to CTC members and friends,
except for normal club expenses like petrol for the field trips.
Workshop #1: classroom style * Group size: 15 – 20
Topics include: Aperture, shutter speed, ISO, depth of field, what lenses to choose and how
to use them
Workshop #2: classroom style * Group size: 15 – 20
Topics include: Histograms, shooting modes, exposure compensation, white balance, focal
length, crop factor, composition, golden hour, blue hour and twilights
Workshop #3: in the field * Group size: 5 – 10
Day trip in the Port Hills. Using your knowledge from workshop #1&2 in the field
Workshop #4: classroom style * Group size: 15 – 20
Post Processing, organise your photos (keep the best, bin the rest), post processing, Adobe
Lightroom workflow
Workshop #5: classroom style * Group size: 15 – 20
Planning your shoot! (We will plan the shoot for workshop #6)
Workshop #6: in the field * Group size: 5 – 8
Overnight tramping, camping and photography trip – location TBC. In this workshop we
capture sunrise and sunset.
To see some of Michel’s work check him out online:
Web: imhages.wordpress.com
Instagram: #michelhollemanphotography
Facebook: michelhollemanphotography
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Trip Reports
8 January 2017

The Pyramid and Sudden Valley
Elizabeth led a party of 12 (Michael Hammond, Bryce Williamson, Michael Meehan, Kim
Harburg, David Selway, David Sutton, Clive Marsh, Cristina Zablan, Doug Forster, Bill
Johnson and Noel Walker) up the south east spur of The Pyramid, along the ridge at the
top, down the scree into Sudden Valley and back to the cars. We parked at the Hawdon
shelter and headed over the Hawdon river. A few of us chose to to carry our boots across
(the sensible few). Myself I had not thought to bring spare trainers so I managed the river
crossing in rather flimsy summer plimsols (I don’t think this is what is taught on the CTC river
crossing course).

Nearing the top of Pyramid – photo Noel Walker
After finding the cairn marking the start of the somewhat overgrown track at the base of the
climb up the pyramid we changed our boots and entered the forest immediately to discover
that there was no actual track starting from the cairn. Clive led us up a somewhat steep bank
and at the top we discovered the track that would take us to the top. A fairly steep climb then
ensued and inevitably the party thinned with Clive, Bill, David and Bryce leading the way up
through the rather beautiful beech forest blanketed with old mans beard lichen. The radios
meant that the front and the back of the group were always but a radio call button press
away. I took the opportunity to practice a few close-up forest photographs with varying
results and then sprinting to catch up with the others, Elizabeth invariably waiting patiently
for me.
A well-earned lunch was taken at the bush line overlooking the braided convergence of the
Waimakariri and Hawdon Rivers, the steep climbed had been achieved in pretty good time
and everyone was ready for a bite to eat. The way to the top was now clear along what
looked like from below a rather exposed and steep ridge line. But as we climbed the last few
hundred metres to the top of the The Pyramid the going was easier than anticipated. After
the obligatory photos at the top, with Bryce balancing impressively/precariously on the top
of a rock, we made our way further along the ridge dropping up and down and finding our
way around rock features to the scree that was to take us down to Sudden Valley. The last
5-10m of the ridge being a rather exposed and somewhat precarious scramble, not helped
by everyone sitting on the ridge watching, it felt rather like we were tramping judges.
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Scree, wonderful scree! – photo Noel Walker
The wind that had been promised in the forecast then decided to make its presence felt.
After initially crouching down to avoid getting scree and dust blown in my face we ran down
the most impressive scree run I have ever had the pleasure of going down. The sheer joy of
the scree run was evident on the wide beaming smiles on everyone’s faces, with some in
the party reckoning they had done a sub 10 second 100m. The scree had dropped us an
impressive amount of distance in a matter of seconds. We then wandered down a rather
beautiful side stream of Sudden Valley. Again, I could not resist splashing about in the water
taking photos of all the flora and fauna. A few minutes rest in the gorgeous Sudden Valley
and we were off again, the last leg of a great day out. Having never been down Sudden
Valley before I was pleasantly surprised at how lovely the valley is, with the path taking you
in and out and around the stream before heading up through the forest to bypass Barrier
Falls. There was even a rainbow at the base of one of the many waterfalls coming down the
steep valley walls. The rock features in the stream creating beautiful mini waterfalls and rock
pools. Definitely a valley I will be visiting again and one I highly recommend.
The end of the day was marked by beer and chips at the Sheffield Hotel where we all agreed
it had been a thoroughly good day out. A great climb, an exciting ridge followed by amazing
scree and a beautiful valley. Day tramping at its best!
28-30 December 2016

Barker Hut & Mt Murchison
Mt Murchison, Barker Hut, 28 – 30 Dec 2016
The CTC tramping party of six left Christchurch on 28th from Caltex Russley at 7am for
Klondyke Corner near Arthurs Pass.
The journey up the rivers Waimakariri and White towards Barker Hut started just after 9 am
from the road end at Klondyke Corner. It took about 10 hours, walking at very slow pace,
including breaks also at Anti Crow hut and Carrington Hut. While the walk along the river
bed is comparatively easy until Carrington Hut the terrain gradually steepens later when
following the river White and eventually becomes very steep just before reaching Barker Hut
(approx 5 hours for a third of the entire distance). The return trip under similar conditions
(heavy pack, sunny weather, slow pace, stops) on the 30th Dec the same way took about 9
hours. The route is marked very well with cairns and signs.
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The White river section to Barker hut was long and challenging with steep unstable terrain
and the fast flowing, glacier fed river.
Summit day dawned overcast and uncertain and our group set off at 7.30. We travelled up
the rock ridge to the snow and donned crampons for the long trek up to Kahutea Col. On
the White Glacier the terrain steepened and roped and sweating in the sun we climbed
steadily to our lunch spot on the Col.
Rested we then traversed below crumbling rocks to a steep snow slope where Bill wasted
no time kicking bomber steps 30m to a snow ledge above. We gathered here then passed
down through a slot in the rocks and after a short snow traverse kicked or rather grovelled
our way to the top in the grungy, sugary snow. The weather was closing in and snowing
lightly so we retreated promptly after our summit celebrations. Returning to the ledge, Eric
and Bill set up an abseil anchor and we were all soon back on the col where it began to
snow in earnest as we waited for Eric to retrieve both ropes and join us.
No sooner had the snow began to thicken than blue sky appeared and we retraced our steps
down the glacier in good viz to the safety and comfort of Barker Hut. There was plenty of
daylight remaining for meditation, peak gazing and snow play.
Friday’s walk out was long and hot and we enjoyed a refreshing debrief at the Bealey pub.
Overall a challenging and satisfying trip with thanks to Bill and Eric for their fine leadership
and alpine skills.
Trampers: Eric Skea, Bill King, Annett Paetzold, Jo Steven, David Selway, Mike Ny (Scribe)

January 2017

Kopuwai Circuit (Private Trip)
This circuit was concocted to enable us to visit 2 named high points for our Top-o-the Topo's
project On this trip we earned our summits due to the weather conditions. As a side benefit,
we got to check out 2 newly refurbished ex-musterers DoC huts – Nicholson Hut and Boundary Hut. Checking out the map revealed easy-looking terrain that could virtually be tramped
across at any point.
We cheated and drove 1200m up Symes Rd to the top of the range. We were concerned
that at this time of the year there may not have been room for us at Nicholson’s Hut. We met
up with some MTB’ers who said they hadn’t seen anyone else travelling the circuit on foot
or bike so we were hopeful. In any case, if the hut were full, we could always have travelled
on to Boundary Hut.
It had been a hot day but on the top of the range at 5pm, it was starting to cloud over and
an unpleasant wind was coming side-on from the south. We plodded along the dull 4WD
track and I was wondering why we hadn’t left these summits for when we were in our 90’s
and tackled something a bit more remote and challenging. After an hour, we were virtually
at our first summit, Hyde Rock. As it was windy and completely clagged in we sheltered in
the lee of the rock (hyding at Hyde Rock) and Frank layered up a bit more while I scoffed a
snack bar.
We had agreed to drop down to the picturesque Earnscleugh Stream which gently flows
downstream to Nicholson Hut. We retraced our steps to a point where the 4WD track
changes direction from north to northeast. We were glad to begin our descent to get out of
the wind. The flattened ridge consisted of lumpy moss which was nice and springy to walk
down. We travelled lower into tall tussocks with visibility improving, Frank leading the way
sidling as we dropped in a northerly direction.
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As soon as I could, I left the tiresome tussock sidling for the very pleasant springy but dry
valley floor. The valley vegetation was very attractive with russet and golden patches amid
the green. Our boots remained dry as we found places to jump across the stream. The hut
is marked wrongly on some maps and Frank’s GPS but it was correctly marked on my
smartphone mapping software. We climbed a bit from the stream onto a tussock covered
terrace and found the hut.
I had surmised there might be fuel for a fire there with the hut being so close to the end of
a 4WD track and the first thing I saw when entering the hut was kindling and chunks of wood
under the bunks but no fireplace. I cooked tea and selected a book from the capacious
library then settled down for a chilly night in my lightest sleeping bag and no thick down
jacket.
Frank had declared it wouldn’t be cold enough for a fire but in the morning we woke to
frozen ice-covered tussocks. I thought it was a heavy frost but Frank said it was the sleety
snow. We never got to find out as it thawed very quickly with the ensuing light drizzle alternating with sleet flurries. We weren’t in a hurry to get going as the weather seemed to be
improving as the morning progressed but eventually set off in intermittent very light spit/sleet
gently ascending 200m up the tussocked slope to the 4WD track that leads off to Boundary
Hut, our lunch stop.
By the time we got to the 4WD track, the sun was shining intermittently. Frank stopped to
photograph a patch of celmisias flourishing where a shallow ditch had been constructed to
help drain the track. Then we took the turning for the hut and dropped down to where it was
sheltered, tucked in by a pretty wee stream. The hut had a deck and had been refurbished
in the 1990’s by locals: Bruce Mason of Public Access fame and Doug Forster, who created
the Freshmap software, had helped masochistically sled in a toilet in the winter. Since then
DoC had come to the party with further embellishments that Bruce believed were unnecessary such as a metal bench. It was a lovely spot for lunch on a sunny day.
Finding 4WD tracks tiresome and a little jarring on my hip, I announced I wanted to travel
cross-country directly to the next objective: The Obelisk. Frank and I plotted a route or should
I say I suggested one then Frank outlined a more direct route slightly more down valley and
pointed out it was only 20m lower in altitude where we crossed the stream. Aside from using
GPS, our handrail was an outcrop along the spur we needed to descend.
We dropped down to the stream and filled our bottles for the 400m climb up to Obelisk. It
was now a hot sunny day but the wind was refreshing as long as we stuck to the crest of the
spur. We climbed up and passed 2 rocky outcrops which made for attractive waypoints. At
the second outcrop there was a lone resident wether, hoping to be the next Shrek. His fleece
had a long way to go though. I think he’d only missed one muster but imagine being a flock
animal without a flock. How lonely and vulnerable he must feel. This was the only ruminant
we’d seen up there aside from old cowpats down in the head of the stream the night before.
We travelled up alongside a fence then I noticed the quad bike tracks from when the fence
was constructed and decided it was easier walking there than on the mossy hummocky
ground so crossed over into these tracks. I climbed up the fenceline until Frank gave a shout
to indicate we needed to be sidling over towards the Obelisk via a gentle saddle. I stopped
to photograph a mysterious plant but soon realized it was a small leafed celmisia when I
saw a specimen in flower.
We got to the summit where Kopuwai is dwarfed by an enormous transmitter and then set
off for a half hour walk back to the car and our starting point. Along the way was some
information ‘about the tussocks’ – a successful revegetation trial where the blade of the
bulldozer had disturbed the land. Thank goodness for the off-track travel to make this circuit
more attractive and interesting. - Honora Renwick
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More about the CTC
Club Officers
President:

Steve Bruerton

322-6196

Vice President: Chris McGimpsey

03 3589125

Secretary:

David Selway

03 326 3344

Treasurer:

Natasha Sydorenko 0223140684

Club Captain:

Alan Ross

384-6425

New Members
Chris McGimpsey
Rep:

03 3589125

Day Trip
Organiser:

03 3764453

Elizabeth Eadon

Overnight Trip
Organiser:

Bill Johnson

022 049 3453

Social
Convenor:

Kay Taylor

03358-4580

Gear Custodian: Bernhard Parawa

337 3125

Editor:

027 545 7404

Karen Tait

Hut Convenor: Gareth Caves

027 882 5563

IT Convenor:

351-2344

Richard Lobb

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

0212141907

Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please book
and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Gareth Caves 027 882 5563 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Steve Bruerton 322 6196; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink 3525329.
Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $20 non-member, $5 kids under 12. If you
find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut convenor, Gareth Caves.
Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Bernhard Parawa, ph. 337 3125. Note: club
gear assigned to you is your responsibility;
please take care of it. Please make sure you
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not used,
and report any damage to the gear custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 16 February 2017 – Thanks.
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Photos from CTC Facebook page

Nick and Kayleigh camped at Fohn lakes (Five Passes) – photo Nick Edwards

Chris, Kelly and Warwick climbed Mt Titiroa –
photo Kelly Purdie

Jeff and Lynette kayaking Manapouri –
photo Lynette Hartley

Noel, Elizabeth and Aly completed the Abel
Tasman Cycle challenge – photo Elizabeth Eadon
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